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Counterconditioning (CC) is a form of retroactive interference that inhibits expression of learned behavior. But similar to
extinction, CC can be a fairly weak and impermanent form of interference, and the original behavior is prone to relapse.
Research on CC is limited, especially in humans, but prior studies suggest it is more effective than extinction at modifying
some behaviors (e.g., preference or valence ratings) than others (e.g., physiological arousal). Here, we used a within-subjects
design to compare the effects of aversive-to-appetitive CC versus standard extinction on two separate tests of long-term
memory in human adults: implicit physiological arousal and explicit episodic memory. Participants underwent Pavlovian
fear conditioning to two semantic categories (animals, tools) paired with an electric shock. Conditioned stimuli (i.e., category exemplars) from one category were then extinguished, while stimuli from the other category were paired with a positive outcome. Participants returned 24-h later for a test of skin conductance responses (SCR) to the conditioned exemplars,
as well as a surprise recognition memory test for stimuli encoded the previous day. Results showed reduced SCRs at a test for
unique stimuli from a category that had undergone CC, relative to stimuli from a category that had undergone standard
extinction. Additionally, participants selectively remembered more stimuli encoded during CC than extinction. These
results provide new evidence that aversive-to-appetitive CC, as compared to extinction, strengthens memory for items
directly associated with a positive outcome, which may provide stronger retrieval competition against a fear memory at
test to help diminish fear relapse.

The ability to learn and retain associations between neutral cues
and threatening events is adaptive. But maintaining these associations when threat is no longer imminent can present a burden.
Research on how to prevent maladaptive behavior tends to utilize
Pavlovian extinction, wherein negative expectations are violated
by the omission of threat. Yet, extinction is widely considered temporary and fragile, and the original behavior is prone to relapse
(Bouton 2002; Vervliet et al. 2013). Consequently, there is interest
in approaches besides standard extinction to persistently reduce
maladaptive behavior (Craske et al. 2014; Dunsmoor et al.
2015b). One approach is to replace negative associations with a
positive rewarding association, a technique known as counterconditioning (CC). Counterconditioning forms the basis for behavior
modiﬁcation strategies like systematic desensitization (Wolpe
1954). But laboratory research on CC is limited, particularly as
compared to intensifying interest in standard extinction. In humans especially, it is unclear whether CC is any more or less effective than standard extinction in preventing fear relapse over time.
It is also unknown how CC affects explicit memory processes,
which play an important role in the etiology and maintenance of
fear and anxiety (Mathews and MacLeod 2005; Rubin et al. 2008;
Zlomuzica et al. 2014). Here, we compared the effects of standard
extinction to appetitive CC on tests of implicit memory, measured
through physiological arousal, and explicit episodic memory.
Counterconditioning refers to the technique and the process
of using reinforcement of the opposite valence to modify a
previously learned behavior (Bouton 1993). For example, in
aversive-to-appetitive CC, a subject might ﬁrst learn that a conditioned stimulus (CS; e.g., a tone) predicts a shock unconditioned

stimulus (US), and therefore exhibits a defensive response to the
CS. Next, the subject learns to associate the CS with a new positive
US (e.g., food). Counterconditioning has long been thought to produce inhibitory interactions between negative and positive valence systems (Dickinson and Pearce 1977). Research on the
long-term effects of CC on suppressing the originally learned
behavior are mixed. The earliest research in humans dates to the
“Little Peter” experiment (Jones 1924), in which a 3-yr old boy
overcame his fear of rabbits by eating candy during gradual exposure to a rabbit. Inﬂuential work by Bouton and colleagues in
rats, however, showed that CC is temporally (Bouton and Peck
1992) and contextually (Peck and Bouton 1990) limited, and
behavior will eventually revert back to the original conditioned
response.
The small number of contemporary aversive-to-appetitive CC
studies in humans have produced mixed results (Raes and De Raedt
2012; Meulders et al. 2015; Kang et al. 2018; van Dis et al. 2019).
Much of this research focuses on two separate forms of learning
invoked in conditioning: expectancy-learning and evaluative
learning (Baeyens and De Houwer 1995; Hermans et al. 2002).
Expectancy-learning refers to learning the contingency between
the CS and US, such that presentations of the CS evoke an
expectation that the US will occur. In fear conditioning,
expectancy-learning is often measured by changes in self-reported
US expectancy ratings and anticipatory physiological arousal
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assessed via skin conductance responses (SCR). Some work shows
that CC is equally as effective as standard extinction on modifying
behaviors associated with expectancy-learning (Raes and De Raedt
2012; van Dis et al. 2019). In contrast, evaluative conditioning involves changes in preferences or in the valence of the CS regardless
of whether or not the US is anticipated. Unlike extinction, CC can
be effective at changing preferences or valence ratings of the
CS (Baeyens et al. 1989; Kerkhof et al. 2011; Meulders et al.
2015; Newall et al. 2017; van Dis et al. 2019). Accordingly, CC
might have different effects given the type of behavior under
investigation.
Conditioning and extinction can also affect learning systems
involved in forming long-term emotional episodic memories
(Dunsmoor and Kroes 2019). For instance, Pavlovian conditioning
selectively increases recognition memory for category exemplars
(e.g., a semantic category of animals or tools) associated with a
US (Dunsmoor et al. 2012, 2015a; Kroes et al. 2017; Patil et al.
2017; Starita et al. 2019). But when extinction immediately follows Pavlovian fear conditioning on the same day, CS exemplars
encoded during the extinction phase are remembered at a lower
rate than CSs from the same category encoded during the fear conditioning phase (Dunsmoor et al. 2018). Dunsmoor et al. (2018)
proposed that a subtle break separating the conditioning and extinction phase can serve as an event boundary to segment competing memory traces of conditioning and extinction (cf. Totty
et al. 2019). A consequence of weaker episodic memory representations for extinction, relative to the ﬁrst experience of fear conditioning, could be that memories directly associated with fear
conditioning are more easily retrieved and expressed, as commonly observed in standard Pavlovian conditioning (Bouton 1993,
2002; Rescorla 2004). As it regards episodic memory per se, memories of a past emotional learning experience (e.g., “these stimuli
are signals of danger”) are more likely to persist, while memory
representations of countervailing information incompatible
with the emotional experience (e.g., “these conceptually related
stimuli are not signals of danger”) are weaker and more prone to
forgetting.
Whether CC has a unique effect on episodic memory as compared to standard extinction is unknown. One possibility is that
CC produces stronger memories for items associated with a new
positive outcome, as compared to memories for items associated
with the mere absence of a negative outcome (i.e., standard extinction). Here, we investigated whether appetitive CC, as compared to
standard extinction, diminishes the physiological relapse of fear after 24-h. We also examined whether CC affects episodic memory
representations associated with a positive outcome, in comparison
to standard extinction.
In a within-subjects design, subjects underwent fear conditioning to two semantic categories both paired with a shock
(CS+’s; pictures of animals and tools) and one category never
paired with shock (CS−; pictures of food). In contrast to repeated
presentations of the same CS (e.g., a face or a colored square), the
use of semantic categories as CSs effectively tags each CS presentation as an individual learning episode, thereby providing the opportunity to estimate memory as a function of when (i.e., during
which experimental phase) each CS was encoded (see Dunsmoor
and Kroes 2019). During fear conditioning on Day 1, one object
category was then extinguished by omitting the shock, while the
other object category was counterconditioned by omitting and replacing the shock with a positive picture. We then tested two forms
of memory retrieval 24-h later: autonomic physiological fear responses (assessed by SCR) and episodic memory (assessed by a surprise recognition memory test). We predicted that appetitive CC,
as compared to standard extinction, would diminish 24-h physiological arousal, while selectively enhancing long-term episodic
memory representations.
www.learnmem.org

This study was a 2-d within-subjects Pavlovian categoryconditioning task that measured both physiological arousal
(SCRs) and 24-h episodic (recognition) memory. Additional methodological details are below in the Materials and Methods section.
Day 1 involved a collection of SCRs while subjects underwent fear
conditioning followed by extinction/CC. During conditioning,
two object categories (CS+, animals, and tools) coterminated
with an unpleasant electrical shock to the wrist, while pictures of
food always served as a within-subjects shock unpaired control category (CS−). Following conditioning, items from one CS+ category
(animals or tools, counterbalanced) were presented unpaired with
shock (standard extinction, hereafter referred to as CS + EXT),
while items from the other CS+ category (tools or animals, respectively) were paired with a positively valenced picture in place of the
coterminating shock (CC, hereafter referred to as CS + CC).
Subjects returned 24-h later for a test of physiological arousal
(SCR) to novel images from the CS + EXT, CS + CC, and CS− categories, followed by a surprise recognition memory test for CSs from
each object category encoded the previous day. The recognition
memory test included an equal number of novel pictures of animals, tools, and food to control for false alarms (Fig. 1).

Skin conductance responses
Fear conditioning
SCR results are presented in Figure 2. One subject was excluded
from SCR analysis due to equipment malfunction. Analysis of
mean SCRs from fear conditioning on Day 1 were separated into
the ﬁrst and second half of trials. Repeated-measures ANOVA
showed a main effect of CS type (F(2,36) = 12.840, P < 0.001, ηp2 =
0.416) and half (F(1,18) = 25.190, P < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.583), but no interaction. Post-hoc paired samples t-tests showed successful conditioning to CS + CC versus CS−, and CS + EXT versus CS−, during
the ﬁrst and second half of fear conditioning (all P’s < 0.013).
There was no difference between CS + CC and CS + EXT during either the ﬁrst (P = 0.72) or second half (P = 0.29) of fear conditioning
on Day 1. Thus, subjects exhibited similar levels of conditioned
SCRs to the two CS+ categories, and SCRs were signiﬁcantly elevated to both CS+ categories as compared to the CS− category.

Extinction/counterconditioning
Analysis of mean SCRs from extinction/CC on Day 1 were separated into early (ﬁrst half) and late (last three of each CS type)
trials. Early extinction included the ﬁrst half of trials. Late extinction focused on the mean of the last three trials in order to
estimate whether SCRs had successfully diminished for each
CS+ category relative to the CS− category by the end of Day 1.
Repeated-measures ANOVA showed an effect of CS type (F(2,36) =
4.662, P = 0.016, ηp2 = 0.206), but no effect of early/late trials, nor
an interaction. Post-hoc paired samples t-tests on the late CS
trials showed no signiﬁcant difference between CS + EXT versus
CS− (P = 0.193) or CS + CC versus CS− (P = 0.855) during late extinction/CC on Day 1, indicating successful diminishment of conditioned SCRs via the absence of shock by the end of the session
(Fig. 2A, extinction/CC).

Counterconditioning diminished 24‐h fear recovery as compared
to standard extinction
Twenty-four hours later, subjects returned for a test of physiological
arousal to new images (animals, tools, food) from each CS category
(CS + CC, CS + EXT, CS−). Shock electrodes were reattached and
subjects were not given any new instructions from the previous
13
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Figure 1. Experimental design. Participants viewed 144 unique pictures of animals, tools, and food during fear conditioning, extinction/CC, and 24-h
fear recovery test while they rated shock expectancy. During conditioning, CS+ items (animals and tools) were paired with a shock 66% of the time. During
extinction/CC, CS + EXT items (animals or tools, counterbalanced) were never paired with a shock, while CS + CC items (tools or animals, respectively) were
always paired with a positive picture of a scene. CS− items (food) were unpaired throughout conditioning and extinction/CC. An explicit ∼10 sec break
separated the ﬁrst and second half of fear conditioning and extinction/CC. The next day, participants viewed 30 novel basic level exemplars of the same CS
categories (animals, tools, and food). This was followed by a surprise recognition memory test. Lightning bolts denote shock and colored borders are for
illustrative purposes only.

day. Analysis of SCRs focused on the early trials (ﬁrst 3). Focusing on
trolling for behavior at extinction is considered problematic for a
the early trials of a long-term test of physiological arousal is consisvariety of reasons. Crucially, within-session extinction perfortent with extant work on testing extinction recall/retention in humance is shown to poorly predict between-session performance
man research (Milad et al. 2009; Schiller et al. 2010; Kroes et al.
(Craske et al. 2008; Plendl and Wotjak 2010; Lonsdorf et al. 2017).
2017; Sevinc et al. 2019). These early trials capture the moment
when the possibility for threat is most ambiguous. Including later
Trial‐by‐trial shock expectancy ratings
trials in SCR analysis can obscure results, as these later trials likely
represent reextinction through repeated presentations of the CS
On each trial subjects indicated whether or not they expected a
without the US. Note: the CS + CC trials were presented alone on
shock using a two-alternative forced choice button press (Yes or
Day 2, without the positive picture. Repeated-measures ANOVA
No). During all phases of the experiment shock expectancy was
showed a main effect of CS type(F(2,36) = 5.595, P = 0.008, ηp2 =
higher on CS + CC versus CS− and CS + EXT versus CS− (all P’s <
0.237). Post-hoc paired samples t-tests
showed greater mean SCRs to CS + EXT
versus CS− (t18 = 2.899, P = 0.010, 95%
CI: 0.034–0.218) and CS + EXT versus CS
A
B
+ CC (t18 = 2.807, P = 0.012, 95% CI:
0.032–0.223), but no difference between
CS + CC versus CS− (t18 = 0.026, P =
0.980, 95% CI: −0.088–0.090). Thus, participants expressed heightened physiological arousal to items from the object
category that had undergone standard extinction the previous day (CS + EXT) as
compared to items that had undergone
CC (CS + CC) (Fig. 2B, 24-h recovery
test). This same pattern of results held
when what deﬁned “early trials” was extended to include either the ﬁrst four or
ﬁve trials as well.
Some human fear extinction research has quantiﬁed postextinction reFigure 2. Skin conductance responses. (A) Results from fear conditioning indicated successful and
turn of fear by correcting for behavior equivalent acquisition of conditioned SCRs to both CS+ categories (CS + CC and CS + EXT), as mean
during the end of extinction (Lonsdorf SCRs were elevated relative to the unpaired CS− category. During late extinction, SCRs successfully diet al. 2017). Here, a subtraction of SCRs minished for the extinguished (CS + EXT) and counterconditioned (CS + CC) categories. (B) (Left) The folto each CS type at the test from SCRs at lowing day, mean SCRs were relatively higher to new images from the CS + EXT category as compared to
the end of extinction did not yield a the CS + CC and CS− category. (B) (Right). A Gardner–Altman plot (Ho et al. 2019) shows the nonparasigniﬁcant difference between “recovery metric effect size in the difference in means between CS + CC–CS− and CS + EXT–CS− SCR recovery
scores. Five thousand bootstrap samples were drawn to build the distribution curve. The red dot
index” of CS + CC versus CS + EXT (P = depicts the mean difference of the two scores (CS + CC–CS− & CS + EXT–CS−) and the horizontal red
0.18). However, interpreting perfor- line indicates the 95% conﬁdence interval of the bootstrap differences. Error bars represent SEM (***)
mance at the postextinction test by con- P < 0.001; (**) P < 0.01; (*) P < 0.05.
www.learnmem.org
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0.005). Mean shock expectancy ratings during fear conditioning
conﬁrmed successful acquisition (mean ± SEM: CS + CC: 0.66 ±
0.02; CS + EXT: 0.55 ± 0.02; CS−: 0.06 ± 0.01). Mean expectancy
during late (last 3) extinction trials showed diminished expectancy
for CS+ categories via absence of the shock (mean ± SEM: CS + CC:
0.18 ± 0.05; CS + EXT: 0.13 ± 0.04; CS−: 0 ± 0). The next day there
was recovery of shock expectancy to both CS+ categories (mean ±
SEM CS + CC: 0.60 ± 0.06; CS + EXT: 0.50 ± 0.07) as compared
to the (CS−: 0.13 ± 0.04). However, there was no difference in
shock expectancy during early recovery test trials on Day 2 between CS + CC and CS + EXT, P = 0.24. Given the limited sensitivity
of a two-alternative forced choice shock expectancy rating, this
null ﬁnding was not surprising.

A

Episodic memory

B

Enhanced 24‐h recognition memory for CS+ exemplars encoded during
conditioning
Following the test of physiological arousal, subjects underwent a
surprise recognition memory test comprised of CSs encoded the
previous day during fear conditioning and extinction/CC.
Memory results are presented in Figures 3 and 4. Similar to our
past work (Dunsmoor et al. 2015a, 2018; Kroes et al. 2017), the
use of separate object categories allowed us to test memory for
CS+ and CS− items within-subjects, and as a function of when
each item was encoded (i.e., during conditioning or CC/extinction). That is, we could assess memory as a time-ordered function
of when each CS item was encoded, and which category the CS
item was from (CS + CC, CS + EXT, CS−). This provides the opportunity to examine whether CC, as compared to standard extinction,
uniquely affects what items are selectively remembered the next
day and at what time point those items were encoded or forgotten.
We analyzed mean corrected recognition memory performance (hits minus false alarms) for items from each CS category encoded during conditioning and extinction/CC (Fig. 3). The false
alarm rate was low overall, and there was no main effect of CS

Figure 4. Counterconditioning prevents the immediate drop in episodic
memory observed with standard extinction. (A) Recognition memory for
conditioned stimuli (CSs) plotted as a function of when these items were
encoded, broken into bins of early and late conditioning and extinction/
CC. There is an immediate drop in recognition memory for items from
the category that underwent standard extinction (CS + EXT) across the
transition from late conditioning to early extinction. However, participants
recognize an equivalent amount of items from the category that underwent CC (CS + CC) across the transition from late conditioning to early
CC. (B) Corrected recognition performance for late conditioning and
early extinction/CC is plotted for each subject. Error bars represent SEM.
(***) P < 0.001; (*) P < 0.05. ns = not signiﬁcant.

type on false alarms (P = 0.621). Repeated-measures ANOVA of
corrected recognition showed a main effect of Phase (F(1,19) =
46.232, P < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.709) and a Phase by CS type interaction
(F(2,38) = 6.951, P = 0.003, ηp2 = 0.268). There was no main effect of
CS type (P = 0.18). Post-hoc paired samples t-tests showed better corrected recognition memory for exemplars encoded during fear conditioning on Day 1 from the CS + CC versus CS− category (t19 =
2.594, P = 0.018, 95% CI: 0.020–0.188), and marginally better
memory for CS + EXT versus CS− category (t19 = 2.027, P = 0.057,
95% CI: −0.003–0.201). There was no difference in corrected recognition memory for items from the CS + CC versus CS + EXT items
encoded during fear conditioning (P = 0.903). Thus, subjects correctly recognized more items encoded during fear conditioning
from the two categories associated with an electrical shock as compared to items from a shock unpaired control category, replicating
prior results (Fig. 3, fear conditioning) (Dunsmoor et al. 2012,
2015a, 2018; Starita et al. 2019).

Figure 3. Twenty-four hours recognition memory results. Trial-unique
(nonrepeating) exemplars from three different superordinate categories
serves as conditioned stimuli (CS) and were incidentally encoded during
fear conditioning and extinction/CC. Participants underwent a surprise
recognition memory for these exemplars the next day. CS items
encoded during fear conditioning that were from a category predictive
of an electric shock (animals and tools) were recognized at a higher rate
than unpaired CS− items (food) that were never paired to a shock.
Different exemplars from these categories were also extinguished (CS +
EXT) or paired with a positive picture (CS + CC). Participants recognized
relatively more items paired with reward (CS + CC) than items that were
extinguished (CS + EXT) via the mere absence of shock at the 24-h recognition memory test. Error bars represent SEM. (**) P < 0.01; (*) P < 0.05.
www.learnmem.org

Enhanced memory for counterconditioned exemplars during extinction
in comparison to standard extinction
Post-hoc paired samples t-tests for items that were encoded during
CC/extinction on Day 1 showed that subjects correctly recognized
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reveals that experience of reward during extinction prevented the
rapid decrease in later memory obtained with standard extinction.

signiﬁcantly more items from the CS + CC versus CS + EXT category (t19 = 3.566, P = 0.002, 95% CI: −0.035–0.137) (Fig. 3, extinction/
CC). Memory for CS + CC was no greater than for CS− (P = 0.70) or
for CS + EXT versus CS− (P = 0.082). Thus, memory for CS+ items
from a category associated with a positive outcome during CC
were remembered at a higher rate than CS+ items from a category
associated with the mere absence of shock.
We have previously reported a dramatic drop in 24-h recognition memory for CS+ items from the same category (e.g., animals)
encoded during early extinction relative to late fear conditioning
(Dunsmoor et al. 2018). Put another way, recognition memory
for CS+ items encoded during the extinction phase is substantially
weaker than for CS+ items from the same semantic category that
were encoded just moments prior, during the fear conditioning
phase. To investigate whether items that undergo CC are likewise
sensitive to the same immediate drop in memory as shown for extinguished items (Dunsmoor et al. 2018), we compared memory
for CSs encoded during the second half of conditioning to CSs
from the same object category encoded during the ﬁrst half of extinction/CC (Fig. 4). There was a signiﬁcant drop in memory for
items from the CS + EXT category across the transition from late
conditioning to early extinction (t19 = 5.784, P < 0.001, 95% CI:
0.132–0.284), as previously shown (Dunsmoor et al. 2018). This
drop in memory was also present for items from the CS− category
(t19 = 2.436, P = 0.025, 95% CI: 0.015–0.201). However, recognition
memory for items from the CS + CC category remained stable
across the transition from late conditioning into early CC (t19 =
0.317, P = 0.755, 95% CI: −0.009–0.126). Thus, while the transition
between fear conditioning and extinction is associated with a
decrease in what subjects later remembered, memory is maintained
across the transition to CC (Fig. 4B). Notably, 24-h recognition
memory for CS + CC items encoded in the late half of CC diminished to a level equivalent to the other two CS categories (Fig 4A,
far right).
Additionally, we used a change point analysis (see Materials
and Methods) to detect where, in time, recognition memory for
conditioned category exemplars signiﬁcantly declined (Fig. 5).
Here, a signiﬁcant change in the slope of time-ordered data indicates a signiﬁcant decline in recognition memory. In line with previous ﬁndings (Dunsmoor et al. 2018), memory for CS + EXT
stimuli, which underwent standard extinction, signiﬁcantly declined during early extinction, speciﬁcally when conditioning
ended and extinction began. In contrast, subjects later recognized
CS + CC items encoded during the early phase of CC, and memory
declined for CS + CC items encoded during late CC. This analysis

Discussion
Despite historical and clinical interest in CC as both a procedure
and a process, this area has received negligible research attention
in the past several decades. Direct comparisons between CC and
extinction across species and across different sets of behavior
have produced mixed results (e.g., Raes and De Raedt 2012;
Thomas et al. 2012; Meulders et al. 2015; Holmes et al. 2016; van
Dis et al. 2019). Using a within-subjects Pavlovian conditioning design and testing implicit and explicit forms of long-term memory,
we found that appetitive CC, as compared to standard extinction,
was associated with reduced physiological arousal and heightened
recognition memory. These ﬁndings provide new evidence that
CC has unique effects on long-term memory expression in
humans.
A longstanding question in the animal learning literature
concerns whether CC is a distinct phenomenon or merely another
form of extinction (Lomont 1965; Nelson 1966; Wilson 1973;
Dickinson and Pearce 1977; Peck and Bouton 1990). Nearly all associative learning theories of extinction view it as a form of new
learning that generates a secondary memory trace, which then
competes with the original conditioning memory for expression.
Counterconditioning is likewise viewed as a form of retroactive interference that inhibits expression of the originally learned behavior (Bouton 1993, 2002). Importantly, both extinction and CC are
sensitive to relapse to the original conditioned response, suggesting the impermanent nature of both learning processes. But there
is evidence that CC is more effective than extinction at modifying
certain forms of behavior (Kerkhof et al. 2011; Engelhard et al.
2014; Kang et al. 2018; van Dis et al. 2019), which suggests the
two phenomena are at least partly distinct. One possible mechanism by which CC exerts a stronger inﬂuence than extinction concerns memory competition between the ﬁrst and second learned
association (Miller and Laborda 2011). That is, standard extinction
relies on the omission of an expected US to generate a new memory, whereas CC relies on a new perceptible, salient outcome to generate a new memory. Simply put, the new memory formed by CC
might just be stronger than the memory formed by extinction. A
stronger memory representation for secondary learning might
then facilitate retrieval of this competing memory at a future test.
The episodic memory results support the idea that CC produces a stronger memory that is more easily retrieved in the future.
Subjects correctly recognized more CS+ items encoded during CC
than extinction the next day, whereas memory for CS+ items encoded during fear conditioning were equivalent between the two
categories. This ability to remember speciﬁc instances of safety
could help diminish fear in the future. Indeed, broadly speaking,
a goal in many forms of therapy for fear and anxiety disorders is
to enhance memory for new associations to override maladaptive
thoughts or associations (Craske et al. 2017). In systematic desensitization speciﬁcally, the goal is to generate associations that are
directly incompatible with, and therefore inhibit, expression of
fear and anxiety (Wolpe 1954). Approaches to improve the longterm episodic memory for therapeutic experiences, rather than focusing predominately on diminishing memories of fear, could be
one target for optimizing treatment for some psychiatric disorders
that warrants further exploration.
We have previously found that an explicit break between conditioning and extinction might serve as an event boundary segmenting competing emotional learning states (Dunsmoor et al.
2018). The transition from conditioning to CC would in principle
serve as a strong event boundary to signal the change between fear

Figure 5. Counterconditioning prevents the sharp drop in memory at
the boundary of fear conditioning and CC. A change-point analysis revealed that the decrease in CS + EXT memory (black dotted line) occurred
for items encoded immediately following the transition separating conditioning from extinction. But this decline memory did not occur until the
end of early CC (orange dotted line) for items that had undergone CC
during encoding.
www.learnmem.org
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and safety, which might presumably lead to a segmentation between memories formed during the competing phases of learning.
Yet, the presence of a rewarding outcome on CC trials appears to
maintain memories of items that would otherwise be more prone
to forgetting during standard extinction, suggesting that the
memory trace for fear conditioning and CC are both fairly well
preserved.
One unexpected result from the SCR analysis was that the
overall level of physiological arousal on Day 2 was substantially elevated to all three CS types relative to the end of extinction/CC on
Day 1 (Fig. 2B, left). This global increase in SCRs between days is
difﬁcult to explain, particularly because the increase encompassed
the CS−, which was never paired with shock at any point in the experiment. Thus, it cannot be said that CC prevented or alleviated
the recovery of conditioned SCRs altogether, given the level of
physiological arousal between days to all CSs. Nevertheless, the
global increase in SCRs from Day 1 to Day 2 notwithstanding, it appears that CC was more effective at reducing SCRs relative to standard extinction. One procedural difference from a traditional
two-day human fear extinction task worth considering is that
each trial on Day 2 was an entirely unique exemplar from each
CS category that was not shown the previous day. This may have
contributed to a general rise in arousal to all stimuli above what
is normally observed when the same CS (e.g., a face or a colored
square) is repeated throughout all phases of the experiment.
Some limitations of the present study are worth considering.
First, the use of a positive picture for CC is not necessarily a particularly salient appetitive reinforcement on par with the types of
outcomes used in animal research. Animal CC research tend to incorporate food, social encounters with the opposite sex, or pleasurable drugs as appetitive stimuli, which serve as strong primary
reinforcers. Human CC research has incorporated a number of different types of reinforcers that are far less salient to human subjects, such as positive pictures (Kang et al. 2018), small amounts
of money (Meulders et al. 2015), sounds (Raes and De Raedt
2012), or positive ﬁlm clips (van Dis et al. 2019). It is likely that
some forms of reinforcement are more effective than others, but
it is questionable whether any of these positive outcomes are as salient to human volunteers as the types of reinforcement received
by rodents. Second, the task design used here was a trial-unique
category-conditioning design, and thus the CS exemplars presented throughout the conditioning task were never repeated. Thus,
built into the design is the idea that subjects learn and generalize
the CS contingencies within, and not between, each semantic
category. In this regard, it is noteworthy that subjects evinced a
typical pattern of acquisition, extinction, and recovery despite
the fact that a speciﬁc CS exemplar is never repeated. The use of
trial-unique exemplars from a CS+ category is an innovative approach to assess generalized fear recovery that merits further attention. However, a limitation to this design is that we did not directly
test physiological arousal to the exact same CS+ exemplars used
during CC or extinction. Thus, we do not have a measure of 24-h
recovery of physiological arousal to the precise CSs ﬁrst associated
with shock and then associated with either a positive outcome or
no shock. Third, it is unclear what effect methodological considerations like the reinforcement rate during conditioning and CC
could have on the results, but these procedural details warrant further consideration for future research. Finally, it is worth considering whether the presence of the positive outcome inﬂuenced how
the CS + EXT was processed or perceived by the subjects. That is, it
is possible that the CS + EXT attracted less attention by virtue of the
positive outcome on CS + CC trials, or that the absence of positive
outcome lowered the value of the CS + EXT. However, it is worth
noting that the results from the CS + EXT condition were remarkably similar to those obtained in prior work without a CC condition (Dunsmoor et al. 2015a, 2018; Kroes et al. 2017), both in
www.learnmem.org

terms of the SCR and episodic memory results, suggesting that
the positive outcome did not have a selectively deleterious effect
on extinction.
In conclusion, these results provide new evidence that
aversive-to-appetitive CC, as compared to standard extinction,
can diminish physiological arousal and increase episodic memory
strength. The limited attention to CC in the Pavlovian conditioning literature is surprising, given that it may be a more powerful approach to override fear expression and thus has important clinical
implications. Further work in this area is warranted, including investigating whether the neurocircuitry supporting CC is distinct
from that supporting standard extinction (Giustino and Maren
2015). Indeed, there is some limited work in rats showing that rewarded extinction might be more effective than standard extinction by engaging a medial prefrontal cortex-amygdala-striatal
circuit (Correia et al. 2016). Additionally, emerging research suggests that dopamine plays a role in standard extinction processes
(Kalisch et al. 2019). It is possible that conditioning might simply
facilitate standard extinction processes by boosting dopamine system function through the unexpected presentation of a reward,
rather than the mere omission of the expected US. This model
might also ﬁt with recent functional neuroimaging showing that
simply replacing shocks with a tone engages the ventromedial prefrontal cortex and diminishes the return of fear in humans
(Dunsmoor et al. 2019).

Materials and Methods
Participants
A sample size of 20 healthy adults was a priori based on extensive
behavioral research of multiday fear conditioning in humans
(Lonsdorf et al. 2017), as well as recent experiments combining
Pavlovian conditioning with 24-h episodic memory tests
(Dunsmoor et al. 2012, 2015a; Kroes et al. 2017; Patil et al. 2017;
Starita et al. 2019). A total of 20 participants from the University
of Texas at Austin and local Austin community completed the
study (17 females; mean age = 22.7; range 18 to 39). One subject
was excluded from the SCR analysis due to equipment malfunction, but this subject’s memory data was included in the recognition memory analysis. All participants provided written informed
consent and compensated $40 for completing the 2-d study.
Procedures were in compliance with the Institutional Review
Board of UT Austin (IRB # 2017-02-0094)

Conditioning task
This was a within-subjects 2-d experiment separated by ∼24 h.
Conditioned stimuli were pictures of animals, tools, and food on
a white background obtained from the website www.lifeonwhite
.com or publicly available sources on the internet. The US was a
6 msec electrical shock delivered to the right wrist from the
BIOPAC (Goleta, CA) STM200 and calibrated before the session
to a level deemed “highly annoying but not painful.” Trial order
was pseudorandomized such that no more than three pictures of
the same category appeared in a row. The task was presented using
E-Prime 2.0 and consisted of a trial-unique category conditioning
design, meaning that each trial was a different basic-level exemplar
with a unique name. For example, there were no two different pictures of a monkey. Pictures of common phobic stimuli (e.g., spiders, snakes, weapons) or highly appealing food images were not
used in the CS set. CSs were on the screen for 6 sec, followed by a
6–8 sec waiting period with a ﬁxation cross on a white background.
On each trial, subjects rated expectancy for the shock using a
two-alternative forced choice rating scale. Subjects were not instructed about the CS–US contingencies, but were told that if
they paid attention then they might learn an association between
the pictures and the shock.
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Fear conditioning

Statistical analysis

Day 1 involved a total of 144 trials across fear conditioning and
extinction/CC. During conditioning, pictures from two object
categories (CS+, animals, and tools) coterminated with an electrical
shock on 16 out of 24 trials, while 24 pictures of food always served
as a within-subjects shock unpaired control category (CS−). There
was a short (∼10 sec) explicit break midway through fear
conditioning.

The primary dependent variables were SCRs and corrected recognition memory data (hits minus false alarms). Shock expectancy ratings were also analyzed; but given the limited two-alternative
forced choice option, no strong predictions were made regarding
differences in US expectancy between the CS+ categories.
Repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) included factors
for CS type (CS + CC, CS + EXT, CS-) and time (e.g., early, late
phase) where appropriate. The main effects or interactions
were followed by post-hoc paired t-tests, considered signiﬁcant at
P < 0.05.

Counterconditioning/extinction
There was no explicit break between fear conditioning and the start
of CC/extinction. 24 CS exemplars from each category (CS + EXT,
CS + CC, CS−) were presented during extinction/CC, and there
was a short (∼10 sec) explicit break midway throughout this phase.
Items that underwent standard extinction (referred to as CS + EXT),
(animals or tools, counterbalanced) was presented without shock
while images from the other category (tools or animals, respectively) were paired with a unique image of a positive valence picture
(referred to as CS + CC), depicting serene scenes or accomplishment. The positive picture appeared at the end of the trial, at the
moment when the shock should be expected, for a duration of
1 sec. The positive pictures used for CC were pilot rated by a separate group of 19 subjects to conﬁrm high valence and low arousal.

Change point analysis
To conduct a change point analysis for the recognition memory,
we binned CS+ items encoded during fear conditioning and extinction/CC into blocks of three trials, for a total of 16 bins per CS+. To
visualize the data, we plotted the time-ordered cumulative sum of
the mean of each bin (blocks of three trials) subtracted by the total
memory average (computed separately by CS+ type, CS + CC and
CS + EXT). A sudden change in the slope of the cumulative sum indicates a change in the running average of the trials. The
Change-Point Analyzer (Taylor 2000) was used to compute a significant change in the time-ordered memory data, using 1000 bootstrap iterations with a conﬁdence level of 95%.

Twenty-four hour test of physiological arousal
The next day, subjects returned and were reattached to SCR and
shock electrodes, but the shock was not recalibrated to avoid fear
reinstatement. Subjects were not provided any new instructions
from the previous day. A test of 24-h physiological fear recovery included 10 trials each of unique (i.e., not shown the previous day)
animals, tools, and food. There were no shocks or positive pictures
presented on Day 2. The ﬁrst trial on Day 2 was always a CS− trial
that was used to capture the initial orienting response and discarded from analysis (Schiller et al. 2013; Kroes et al. 2017).
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